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Network Analyzer Measurement of the Mesh Equivalent of a Complex Ci~cuit 

Today's large interconnected power systems often are studied as electric 
networks in which part of the network is a simplified equivalent of the actual net-
work. Such equivalents reduce the number of circuit elements needed to represent 
a part of the system which is not to be analyzed in detail, but must be accounted 
for as it affects the remainder. Experience has shown that commonly used equiva-
lents do not correctly represent the actual network, and this is a serious problem 
in those studies where the size of the network compels the use of an equivalent. 
In this paper various types of equivalents that have been used are examined, and 
one that gives accurate results is pointed out. 

The type of equivalent circuit used depends a great deal on the information 
sought. For example, in a short circuit study it may suffice to represent part of 
a system by a Thevenin's equivalent, ignoring completely the effects of loads. 
The assumption of neglecting loads might not be valid in the case of a power flow 
study and a more complex equivalent circuit may be needed. Assuming that loads can 
be represented by constant impedances, it is possible to rigorously represent a part 
of a network by the mesh equivalent of all line and load impedances including line 
charging capacitors, retaining the identity of the neutral bus1• Generation buses 
should also be retained. Another method proposed by Ward2 involves the obtaining 
of distribution factors for all loads and generation and then totaling these equiva-
lent loads or generations at each of the buses of the equivalent. The impedances 
to be used connecting the retained buses of this equivalent are determined in the 
same manner as above except all paths to neutral are opened during the measurements. 
In addition to the above equivalent circuits another has been suggested by Brown 

. 3 
and Cloues that has the advantage of being usable for both load flow and stability 
studies. 

Any of the above mentioned equivalent circuits are, for the most part, 
easily measured when a system is set up on a network analyzer. Measurements are 
usually made with all transformer tap settings on unity, and tap changes are not 
used in the resulting equivalent circuit. This may lead to serious error. Such 
error can be avoided only by proper use of tap changers. 

To illustrate the nature of the error and how it may be avoided, several 
types of equivalents have been calculated for the sample circuit shown in Fig. 1. 
In this illustration both lines and loads are given as impedances expressed in 
percent Rand X on any suitable base. The sample circuit is a realistic part of a 
power system where the major.buses A and Bare connected through a low-voltage 
network. Bus C is to be eliminated in the equivalent. The existance of a 
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transformer ratio other than unity within this circuit will illustrate the 
importance of accounting for such off-nominal ratios both when measuring equivalent 
circuits and when using them. An equivalent will be obtained by transferring the 
load and line impedance C-B to the 100 volt side of the transformer and replacing 
the resulting wye circuit by its equivalent mesh, .in this case a delta. This results 
in the rigorous equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the 
transformer with its proper ratio has been retained and is an integral part of this 

circuit. It is interesting to compare this circuit with circuits obtained by more 
conventional methods. 

Normal practice for most companies is the determination of distribution 

factors for all loads and generation within the network, usually with the tap 
changers set on unity . The impedances between terminals of the equivalent are 
measured with all shunt paths to neutral disconnected. For the sample circuit this 
method results in the equivalent shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the ratio 
of watts to vars will be the same at the buses as at the load since the same dis-
tribution factors are applied to both watts and vars. Reference to Fig. 2 would 
show that the ratios of watts and vars at any given bus depends not only on the 
watt-var ratio of the load, but the impedance angles on the lines feeding the load. 

An approximate mesh equivalent, which includes the load, may be made of 
the circuit in Fig. 1 by setting the tap changer on unity, and converting the wye 
to a mesh (delta) circuit . The result of this operation is shown in Fig. 4. Again 
it is noted that discrepancies exist compared to the equivalent in Fig. 2. 

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 

It is rather diffi cult to look at the various circuits, shown in Fig. 2, 
3, and 4, and determine what effect the discrepancies noted might have when using 
these circuits. However, if the system external to buses A and Bare considered 
stiff enough to maintain constant voltage and phase angle, each of the equivalent 
circuits may be tested by using it to replace the sample circuit . Fig. 5 shows 
the assumed voltages and phase angles and the resulting flows in the sample circuit. 

When the exact equivalent, Fig. 2, replaces the sample circuit the result 
is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the flows, both watts and vars, in system A and 
system Bare the same as with the sample circuit, Fig. 5. 

Using the conventional equivalent of Fig. 3 in place of the sample circuit 
results in fl ows shown in Fig. 7. Wat t s and vars are 1.n t L gr eat ly in error in 
system A and in system B. 

Using the equivalent of Fig. 4 to replace the sample circui t results in 
the flow shown in Fig. 8. ·The errors are very much the same· as in Fig. 7. 
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The errors in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 can be shown to be mostly the result of 
not using the tap changer in the equivalent, although there is also an error due to 
ommitting the tap changer when measuring the impedances. For example, adding the 
tap changer to Fig. 7 gives the results shown in Fig. 9, where the flows are much 
improved. 

MEASURING THE EQUIVALENT 

The three impedances shown in Fig. 2 are the mesh equivalent of the entire 
network between A and B inuluding loads at the impedance they were adjusted to have 

for a particular operating voltage. The measurement of such an equivalent on a net-
work analyzer will be made with loads, tap changers, and capacitors (including 
pi-line capacitors) adjusted for the desired load condition and left connected. 
The steps in such a measurement are as follows: 
Step ·l Record, from the load flow study, the scalar voltages for the buses to 
be retained in the equivalent. 
Step 2 Disconnect the circuit from the rest of the system. Disconnect the gener-
ators within the circuit. The tie points thus opened, plus the generator buses 
(with possible exceptions discussed later), plus the neutral will be the terminals 
of the equivalent circuit. In Fig. 10 the terminals are A, B, C, D, ' E, and N, and 
the rectangle symbolizes a complex circuit which has been disconnected from the 
rest of the system. Loads at the terminals are disconnected and added in again 
after the equivalent · loads are determined. 
Step 3 Using one terminal as reference determine the net turns ratio through the 
network analyzer tap changer between this terminal and each of the other terminals. 
Thi~ may be done rather easily by tracing the principal low-impedance paths on a 
diagram, averaging the ratios found if there are alternate low :impedance paths 
with slightly different ratios. Tap changers in high-impedance paths may be chang-
ed to make these paths agree with the major paths. These ratios expressed in 
percent are shown in Fig. 10 at the terminals. In this case either A, B, or C 
might have been picked as the reference and marked 100 percent. 

Theoretically these turns ratios can be measured as open circuit voltages 
on the network analyzer with 100 percent volts applied at the reference terminal 
and with all shunt paths to neutral open. Besides requiring that every load and 
pi-line capacitor be switched off, and later switched back on, experience has 
shown that the results are not as good as with the inspection method recommended. 
This is because with the network energized at 100 percent volts the auto-transformer 
magnetizing currents and circulating currents affect the so-called open circuit 
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voltages. 
Step 4 Insert in series with the terminals auto-transformers as required to 
make a new set of terminals so that between any of these new terminals the net ratio 

I I I I I 

is unity. These are the primed terminals in Fig. 11, A, B, C, D, and E. 

Step 5 Measure the mesh equivalent impedances using neutral and the primed termi·-
nals. If the two possible measurements are made for each branch in the mesh, the 
two measurements should check each other. 

The mesh equivalent determined from Fig. 11 will look like Fig. 12. 
Step 6 The network determined in Step 5 is used with auto-transformers connected 
at the appropriate terminals to restore the original turns ratios between terminals. 
Thus Fig. 12 is connected for use with auto-transformers at D' and E' as shown in 
Fig. 13. In effect, the auto-transformers r.estore the original terminals, and Fig. 
13 looking in at terminals A, B, C, D, E, and N is the equivalent of the original 
circuit, Fig. 10, looking in at the similarly named terminals. The auto-transformers 
in Fig. 13 are a necessary integral part of the equivalent circuit. 
Step 7 In the equivalent circuit, branches from the several terminals to neutral 
represent loads and losses, modified by line charging KVA. In most studies it is 
best to consider these branches as constant loads instead of constant impedances. 
These loads are set up by determining the watts and vars these impedances would 
take if the voltages recorded in Step 1 are applied to terminals A, B, C, D, and E 
in Fig. 13. The voltages at D1 and E', needed to find the flows in branches D'-N 
and E'-N, are calculated using the auto-transformer ratios. This method neglects 
the slight effect on line charging KVA of voltage variations which may show up in 
using the equivalent. Line charging is held constant along with loads, but the 
error is slight. 

In the steps just outlined, it is suggested that generator buses be retained 
if possible because this avoids the approximations in using distribution factors 
to assign generation to other buses. In cases where closely related generators may 
be combined without affecting the study, this is done by just omitting the buses 
in question from the terminals of the equivalent. If loads are netted with gener-
ation on a bus, a resultant net power input may be transferred to other generators 
to eliminate this bus from the equivalent, but a net reactive input would best be 
represented by a capacitor and not transferred to remote buses. 

If it is necessary to determine distribution factors they should be 
measured at the primed terminals of Fig. 11. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mesh equivalent circuits determined as outlined above· have given better 
results than those using distribution factors. In a recent study the mesh circuit 
was substituted for the original network from which it was determined with the 
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results shown in Table I. The base case was the one for which load impedances 
were adjusted when the equivalent was measured. The outage case was with a heavily 
loaded 138 KV line (not in the equivalent) out of service between terminals A and C. 
The nominal net turns ratios are given with the letter names of the terminals as in 
Fig. 13, and they happen to be the same as in Fig. 13. 

The original network from- which the Table I equivalent was measured con-
sisted of 51 lines, 25 loads, 10 tap changers, and one generator connected up on 42 
buses. In preparing for the measurements, four of the tap changers were reset _from 
the load flow study settings to rationalize the turns ratios at the five terminals. 
This did not change terminal voltage or flows significantly. 

In making impedance measurements the characteristics of the particular 
network analyzer should be considered. For example, too small a KVA base may result 
in having to use much less than 100 percent voltage for the measurements and some 
load units are not linear at low voltages. The equivalent loads depend on measuring 
small currents to a sufficient number of significant figures to get the desired 
accuracy. 

The following conclusions are indicated by this investigation: 
1. Off-nominal transformer ratios must be considered, as several other authors 
have suggested. In general, auto-transformers must be used with the equivalent 
circuit. 
2. Better results at less expenditure of time are obtained if loads are included 
in the impedance measurements rather than determining them by distribution factors. 
Line charging KVA is accounted for and becomes part of the equivalent loads in the 
recormnended method. 
3. Retaining all important generator buses improves the accuracy of the equiva-
lent in actual use in load-flow studies, and permits use in transient stability 
studies. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
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TABLE I 

FLOWS AND VOLTAGES AT TERMINALS 
ORIGINAL NETWORK AND EQUIVALENT SUBSTITUTED FOR IT 

CASE & TERMINAL ORIGINAL EQUIVALENT 
WATTS VARS VOLTS WATTS VARS VOLTS 

BASE CASE A 100% 77.2 9.9 105 76. 5 10.0 105 
B 100% 28.0 10.5 96 28.8 11.3 96.5 
C 1'00% 18.0 14.1 99.6 18.1 14.5 99.6 
D 97.5% 24.2 8.3 100.8 24.6 8.4 100.5 

-

E 92.5% 51. 2 34.0 101. 2 51.0 35.0 101.5 

OUTAGE CASE A 100% 98.6 14.7 105 95.0 15.0 105 
B 100% 30.0 12.0 93.5 29.5 13.2 93.5 
C 100% -4.0 +ll.O 92 -1.9 +11. 7 92 
D 97. 5% 22.8 7.5 101 23.3 9.1 100.5 
E 92.5% 56.0 41.0 101.2 53.0 38.0 101. 5 

FROM UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI STUDY 58-18 - DEC. 1958 
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